AI-Powered Analytics for the Google Cloud Ecosystem

Generative AI on your Google hosted data: 10x faster insights with ThoughtSpot

Natural Language Search on BigQuery
Self-service analytics powered by LLMs with live-query for BigQuery

Looker Modeler Integration
Directly query trusted metrics modeled with LookML

AI-Powered Data Apps on BigQuery
Embed AI-powered search and live analytics in your data apps

ThoughtSpot for Google Workspace
Native plugins for Connected Sheets, Google Slides, Google Sheets analytics

Purchase AI-Powered Analytics from ThoughtSpot on Google Cloud Marketplace
Take self-service analytics beyond the dashboard

- 95% faster decision making for business users
- 289% ROI over 3 years
- $2M savings from reducing dashboard creation over 3 years

- Grow topline revenue with data-driven decisions and new customer experiences
- Boost operational efficiencies and business agility 10x for speed to market
- Lower analytics and BI costs with scalable self-service

Forrester, The Total Economic Impact™ of ThoughtSpot

Loved by startups, trusted by enterprises

CVS Health, Booking.com, CNA, JD, Wells Fargo, Afterpay, Mattel, Just Eat Takeaway.com, Verizon, Hilton

“IT was important to us to have a BI solution that was built using a serverless cloud-based warehouse, where we could feed from our source systems. With Google BigQuery as our cloud solution, combined with our partnership with Great Data Minds, this data could then come to life with ThoughtSpot as the front end analytics powerhouse.”

Lisa Sauer, Director of Finance, Modern Restaurant Concepts

Driving innovation across industries and verticals

- High Tech
  - Customer 360
  - Embedded Analytics
  - Marketing Analytics
- Retail
  - Merchandising
  - Cost Savings
  - Supplier 360
- Marketing
  - Marketing 360
  - Lifecycle Marketing
  - Pipeline Management
- FinServ
  - Sales 360
  - Customer 360
  - Embedded Analytics

Start your free 30-day trial today at thoughtspot.com/trial
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